Perspectives

Reflections

At the age of 14, Hady Beydoun
drew album covers of rock singers
on t-shirts. Since then, his artistic
journey has taken him places in
search for answers.

encouragement and his ideas. In his inner quest
for knowledge, Hady Beydoun saw that for many
people, the universe revolves around the self and
that society consists of consumers who never
find “satisfaction”. That made him feel angry,
even shocked. Yet he was aware of his limitations
and weaknesses. But his mind endurance, as he
says, took him places, walking against the current.

Hady Beydoun’s Eclectic Art

“satisfaction is
found in pieces
of tangible aRt
woRks and by
being pRoductive”

He is a tattoo artist, the first to bring tattoo to
Beirut as it’s said. He is a graphic designer, an
airbrush illustrator and a sculptor-painter. Today
he also publishes his own newsletters, and soon
he’ll be making films.
He is an artist who gives his work an attitude. He
wants to be different and change the world. So
he writes messages, statements, words of
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He became weak, longing to recharge his energy.
It was that battery that fell out of his hand that
day in 2006 that triggered this new idea. There
was also that log in the yard of his workshop
that he always wanted to do something with. It
was The Battery he needed to revive himself. He
sculpted that piece of wood into a battery, and
later other Pepsi and Coca Cola cans of 40 to 50
cm followed.
They look used and crumpled just like that can
squashed by a car down on the street. “But it
still looks bright in colors, so are we,” says Hady
Beydoun.
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Words like “Endurance Mind” and “Don’t
give up” are written on them.

colors. On white painted helmets, words
of absolute love and hope are written.

PHOTOS BY WAPP

As he proceeded to search for a solution
- a balance and serenity - he aimed and
still aims to make a change in consumer
society. Splinters of his mind are written
on the steps of the staircase leading to
his office. Inside are impressive airbrush
paintings and works of his art in bright

His works are also an “art that can be
used” - just like popular consumption
products. Hady Beydoun aims to change
the function of such products. He uses
existing material, making it useful in new
ways. So he recycles a barrel into a
bookcase or a table.
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Hady Beydoun’s trips to India and Nepal
as well as his readings of Rumi and Joestein
Gaarder brought him the answers he was
searching for.
“Satisfaction is found in pieces of tangible
art works and by being productive,” he says.
Hoping that “consumers ask for less” and
“remember tomorrow”, Hady Beydoun
uses his art as an instrument to reflect
his mind. To own a piece of his work is a
reminder of one’s attitude in life.
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